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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks are implementing on large scale in real time environments due to its 

incredible uses in real life. Wireless Sensor Networks don’t need human interference for its working so they 

can place where human cannot reach easily. As sensor nodes are placed in an open and insecure environment, 

they are prone to security attacks by adversaries. So, the security is an impo rtant issue in sensor networks. 

Traditional security mechanisms like cryptography, intruder detection, routing protocols were implemented to 

provide security in wireless sensor networks. These mechanisms are capable to detect and remove internal 

attacks but fail to detect compromised nodes in a network. Compromised node exposes all secrets of network to 

the adversary which in turn put all existing mechanisms at risk. To overcome this problem various trust and 

reputation mechanisms have been proposed. Trust can be calculated in two ways. First, it can directly 

calculate with the past behavior of nodes. Secondly, it can be indirectly combined with the reputation of a node 

from the recommenders. Recommenders are neighbors of a node. In this paper, various security threats to the 

network, traditional security techniques, and various reputation and trust mechanisms h ave been discussed. 
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I. Introduction 
Wireless sensor network is a combination of wireless connected devices which can communicate in an  

open environment, senses data, and monitors the physical information in the real time environment. This type 

of networks do not need human interference for communication purposes, they do their work without human 

beings and send the information on their own. They are beneficial in those types of environments and areas in 

which humans are unable to access. The sensor nodes are distributed randomly on large area according to the 

need of the particular application. [1, 2, 3]  

 

 
Fig. 1.  General Structure of Wireless Sensor Network 

1.1 Sensor Nodes  

Wireless sensor network is a combination of t iny sensor nodes which are used to sense the physical 

data and later can convert it into the digital signals. Sensor nodes can also called as Motes. They can be small 

or large in size. Sensor nodes are designed according to the environment in which they have to place and 

application on which they have to work. Sensor nodes are different for different applications and environment. 

Sensor nodes consist of micro-controller which is used to control the monitoring of node, a radio  transceiver 

for generating radio waves, antenna, sensing unit, battery etc. These sensor nodes communicate with each other 

via radio interface. Nodes have limited number of capacity for storing the data and battery consumption. [2, 3] 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of Sensor Node  

 

II. Applications 
 

2.1 Military Applications  

Security is the main purpose for Military. Tasks like information gathering, tracking enemies, 

observing battlefield wireless sensor networks play an important role for this. The project “A line in the sand” 

has been developed by Ohio State University which justifies this application. This project involves deployment 

of ninety nodes which are capable to detect metallic objects. The aim to develop this  project was, it can detect 

moving objects with the metallic content and armed soldiers. The sensor nodes can be placed at the Line of 

Control to detect the presence of enemies. [4]  

 

2.2 Environmental Monitoring  

2.2.1 Indoor Environmental Monitoring: 

Indoor monitoring uses match box size sensor nodes for monitoring light, temperature, frames' status 

(windows, doors), air streams and indoor air pollution. This is used to control indoor environment. It can also 

be used in fire and smoke detection. Sensor networks may also be useful after an  earthquake. The inspection of 

a building after an earthquake provides the real data. [5]  

 

2.2.2 Outdoor Monitoring (Habitat Monitoring) 

There is a potential impact of human presence in the habitats for monitoring plants and animals. The 

human disturbance can reduce breeding rate or can even destroy sensitive population by increasing stress of 

their presence.  Deployment of sensor networks can overcome this situation. Sensor nodes can be deployed in 

the breeding season or other sensitive period. [6, 7] 

 

2.3 Health Care Applications 

In the health sciences and the health care system wireless sensors are very effective. A lzheimer, which  

is a cognitive disorder can be monitored and controlled by wireless sensors at its early stages. [8]  

 

2.4 Applications to Robotics 

Robotics is a vast subject. The combination of sensor nodes (motes) and robots leads to the 

development of new applications. The USC centre developed a tiny robot named Robomote for robotics and 

embedded systems to promote research in large scale sensor networks. Robots participate to perform tasks. [9,  

10] 

 

III. Network Attacks 
Unlike other networks, wireless sensor networks are very much prone to physical attacks in the real 

time environments. Anyone can sense data; sensor nodes can be destroyed or can be monitored by the attacker. 

The sensor nodes can be tampered or can be physically replaced by the malicious nodes. Therefore, the 

physical security in sensor networks is very important. Wireless Sensor Network routing protocols are simple 

and this is a big reason that they are prone to network layer attacks. 

 

3.1 Spoofed, Altered, or Replayed Routing Information 

In this type of attack the information can be altered, spoofed or replayed by an attacker which is going 

to exchange between sensor nodes. The attacker can remove or add some ext ra nodes in the network which can 

change the route of the existing nodes. [11]  
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3.2 Selective Forwarding  

Generally in multihop network, nodes forward the packets that they received from other nodes to 

destination but it cannot happen in some cases , if an adversary present in a network or blackhole it will not 

forward the packets, drop them in midway or selectively forward the packets. [12]  

 

3.3 Sybil Attack  

The task which has to be performed is divided into subparts and distributed among sensor nodes 

which can also lead to redundancy of informat ion.  During this an adversary can appears in a mult iple identities 

in a network by rep licating legitimate nodes present in a network. It forges the identities of more than one 

legitimate node which leads to Sybil attack in a network. It destroys security, integrity and resource utilizat ion 

of nodes. Sybil attack mostly performed to attack distributed storage, routing mechanism, allocation of 

resources, voting system of nodes. Detection of Sybil attack is very dif ficult in a network. Radio resource 

testing method can be used to detect Sybil nodes presence in a network. [13] 

 
Fig. 3. Sybil Attack 

 

3.4 Denial of service 

In this type of attack the victim node is unable to access resources that are provided to it because they 

are exhausted by sending unwanted packets to the node so the legitimate nodes are unable to use resources in a 

network that are allocated to them. In this, base station cannot communicate with any other node and 

completely become useless because of the unwanted traffic in a network. This attack is different for d ifferent 

layers in a network. Jamming and tampering of informat ion can be done at physical layer; at link layer collision 

can be done, at network layer neglecting or misdirect ion for the information, at transport layer malicious 

flooding of unwanted packets to the node is a DoS type of attack. There are some mechanisms present to 

prevent DoS are Authentication, identificat ion of traffic, or payment for network resources. [14]  

 

3.5 Sinkhole/Blackhole attack  

In this type of attack blackhole node redirects all the traffic in the network. It is a malicious node. An 

adversary listens to requests in a network and then targets those nodes which are of h igh quality and close to 

base station and inserts itself in a network between legit imate nodes. After that it advertises that the route that 

is through the compromised node is the most trustworthy route in the network, As a result it can formulate or 

drop the packets those take compromised node for the packet forward ing. [15, 16] 

 
        Fig. 4. Sinkhole/Blackhole Attack 
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3.6 Wormhole attack  

In wormhole attack an attacker establishes its own link in the network. The attacker link is called as 

wormhole link in the network. When a sensor node broadcast a message in a network an attacker records all the 

packets and sends those packets to different location. The wormhole attack is very difficult to detect because it 

does not need any compromised node for attack and it can be perform at the init ial phase of the 

communicat ion, when sensor nodes are going to start searching for their neighboring nodes. [15, 16]  

 
Fig. 5. Wormhole Attack 

 

The figure shows the wormhole attack. In this node A broadcasts a message an attacker receives the 

message and broadcasts this message to its neighbor nodes. The nodes which receive this message believe that 

they are in the range of node A and mark the node as a parent node. Whether a node C is mult ihop but an 

attacker will convince the node that A is single hop away from it, therefore it will create wormhole attack. 

 

3.7 HELLO Flood Attack 

HELLO packets are used to broadcast the message to the neighbor nodes to tell the presence of the 

node in the network. Broadcasting a HELLO message is prone the HELLO flood attack. When a node in a 

network receives HELLO packet from the compromised node the node predicts that the node is present in the 

network and are in contact with each other in a radio range but the adversary which is far away from the 

network has a very strong transmitter so that it can reach to every node present in the network. Now adversary 

can control the sensor nodes completely. An adversary starts rebroadcasting overhead packets to every node in 

a network, after getting flooded by the messages when a node realizes that it got link to the adversary node, it 

left with very few options as every neighbor node is already in communication with an adversary node. It is an 

attack which can be external or internal for the network [15, 16].  

 

Table.1. Attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks  
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IV. Security Mechanisms 
Some of existing security mechanisms for sensor networks is: [17]  

 

4.1 Security Primitives 

Confidentiality, integrity and authentication can be provided with the help of security primitives. The 

security primitives can be Symmetric Key Cryptography technique, Public key cryptography, Hash Functions, 

or via using Message Authentication code technique. 

 

4.2 Key Management and Secure Channels  

Key management systems are used to create, distribute and maintain the secret keys in the network in 

order to build secure channels for the communicat ion in the sensor networks. 

 

4.3 Self-Healing and Self-Management Protocols  

Self- healing mechanism detects the intruder presence and the trust of the system. Self management 

provides information whether the node is present in the region or not to the protocols. 

 

4.4 Privacy and anonymity 

The main threat for privacy mainly depends upon content, location and identity of elements of network.  

 

4.5 Software-based Protection and Testing 

Some software is implemented to differentiate between the adversary nodes and the valid nodes in the 

network which are present remotely by using remote attestation or radio fingerprinting of the nodes.  

 

V. Defense Mechanisms for Reputation 
There are different defense mechanisms for Reputation systems, which a re discussed over here [18] 

5.1 Preventing multiple identities (Sybil attacks) 

There can be two types of solution which can deal with these type of attacks centralized and 

decentralized. In a centralized approach the uniqueness of the entity is verified via central authority. While in a 

decentralized technique as no central authority is present, so some other type of solutions can be used to 

prevent Sybil attack like a unique identity can be provided to the node, a network can co -ordinate to detect 

nodes with multiple identities, or a reputation for a particular node can be generated from the trustworthy 

sources present in a network. 

 

5.2 Mitigating S preading of False Rumors  

An  adversary can spread false reputations in a network but to avoid this there are two meth ods, in 

first method pre-trusted entities can be used, the second can be use some statistical methods like Bayesian 

Method to construct an accurate feedback system which can judge false nodes on the basis of threshold value.  

 

5.3 Preventing Short-Term Abuse of the System 

To avoid the attackers by abusing the system, degrade the reputation rapidly and then they have to re-

enter in the system with a new identity. One method is when new node starts it should start with low reputation 

and increase it slowly for some amount of time and in another approach for gaining reputation, node have to 

provide more services than they get in return for gain ing a good reputation in a system.  

 

5.4 Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks  

DoS attack can be prevented by using randomizat ion technique. In the randomization technique 

participants are selected randomly for the calcu lation and distribution of reputation values. This can decrease 

the effect of malicious nodes in a network.  

 

VI. Trust 
Trust mechanism is a security feature which was introduced to protect the system from compromised 

nodes and is able to build the self healing system in a network. On  the basis of previously defined rules in a 

network, trust factor determines whether access to the network is possible or not. Trust can be su bjective or 

objective, the subjective trust is known as a belief in a system and [19] objective t rust can be depicted as 

reputation of a system. 

 

6.1 Characteristics of Trust 

There are different characteristics of trust which are defined below: 

i. Subjective  
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Node’s Subjective trust opinion is presented by belief trust opinion in a system. Belief of a system can 

be    developed by past judgments, reputed views and the capacity of a system which can be judged by its fault 

tolerance capacity, adaptability to the environment, stability and timeliness of the system.  

ii. Dynamic 

It is not a stable entity it changes over time. Earlier the node was trustworthy but when it becomes 

compromised node by adversary then the trust value will be decline.  

iii. Asymmetric  

It is not mandatory that if node A trusts node B then B have to trust A, B can distrust Node A. So it is 

independent between both the sides.  

 

6.2   Values of Trust 

The trustworthiness of a network can be determined by using trust values. The range can be [-1, 0, 1]. The t rust 

values can be divided into three parts according to preset values of trust. [20]  

 High score: Th is score means network is safe and is the first choice to choose. 

 Low score: This score means network is not safe to choose and this behavior can be considered as a 

pessimistic behavior in the network.  

 Middle Score: At the in itial stage all the part icipants have trust values in the network.  

 

6.3 Trust Models with Classical Methodologies 

The Trust models have been proposed by many researchers in the field of Trust and Reputation. This 

section will d iscuss several trust models with classical measurements. 

 

6.3.1 Bayesian Trust Model  

This model is used for the management of trust. It is mostly used model for the trust management. It works in 

two ways: [21, 22] 

a) Objective: In this view only data is analyzed. Only statistical analysis performed.  

b) Subjective: In  this view decisions have been taken by taking into account the confidence level.  

 

In general the trust of a system depends on the past behavior of a node in a network. In Bayesian 

theory the trust is computed by following complete procedure of trust evaluation. Bayesian theory uses 

previous probabilities of an event, later which can be used as a evidence to show the trustworthiness of a 

system. Therefore, Bayesian theory calculates more suitable trust values as compare to other techniques. It can 

be combined with other fields also. 

 

6.3.2 Beta Distribution System 

The beta distribution method is a density function. Beta distribution allows estimating the predictive 

probability. Predictive probability depends upon the past interactions whether they were successful or failures.  

It is indexed by two parameters α (alpha) and β (beta).In this method the reputation value was computed in a 

binary form: positive or negative value. The reputation value is computed using beta probability density 

function which is represent as an expected value of beta density functions. The reputation and trust model has 

been developed by Josang for electronic commerce which was based on Beta distribution met hod. The past 

interactions (h) can be summarized with principal (pj) by using beta parameters α and β where:  

α = #s(h) + 1 (number of successful interactions)              …(1) 

β = #f(h) + 1 (number of unsuccessful interactions)          …(2) 

The α and β representation helps to estimate predictive probability which gives the probability of success in 

next interactions with pj. [23] 

 

6.3.3 Subjective Logic Trust Model 

Subjective logic trust model has been extended from the theory which was proposed by Dampster- 

Shafer. The theory was used for analyzing a Bayesian network and developing trust network. Subjective logic 

defines trust by using subjective beliefs in a network between arb itrary nodes in a network. It represents a 

practical belief calculus which is used to calculate trust of a network. Subjective logic is denoted by ω
A

x. = (b, 

d, u, a) which is called  as opinion, where A denotes the subject (belief owner) on the truth statement of x. b  

represents belief, d represents disbelief and u represents uncertainty. The sum total of b, d and u is equal to 1, 

i.e. b+ d+ u=1. If number of opinions is given they can be ordered on the basis of their priority which is 

decided by different ru les defined below: 

1. The opinion which has the greatest probability expectation has the greatest opinion. 

2. The opinion which has least uncertainty has the greatest opinion. 

3. The opinion which has the least base rate has the greatest opinion. [24] 
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6.3.4   Entropy Trust Model  

Entropy works on the concept of uninformativeness which means uncertainty. It is stated by Caticha 

and Giffin that maximum entropy method has a special case of Bayesian theory and maximum entropy because 

both are compatible with each other. The method which was also based on Bayesian and entropy based trust 

values method was proposed [25]. The entropy based value can be defined as: 

   T= {1-H(p) fo r 0.5≤p≤1        
    T= {H(p)-1 for 0≤p<0.5 

T= T{subject: agent; action} 

P=p{subject :agent; action} 

 

H(p)= -p log2 (p)-(1-p)log2 (1-p)                           …(3) 

H is entropy function 

The trust value is not linear proportional to probability that means more the uncertainty less variation in trust 

value is. 

 

6.3.5 Fuzzy Trust Model  

The trust is not clear; it is vague, uncertain in nature so it cannot take as a probability in a network. 

Fuzzy log ic deals with reasoning which is derived from Fuzzy set theory. It is not precise it deals with 

approximation. As truth is uncertain because the facts that are present in a network are not clear so the policy 

can be forced to be fuzzy also. Earlier the Subject logic trust model calcu lates uncertainty but all uncerta inty 

cannot be considered as probability. But fuzzy trust models provide some fuzzy rules which can handle the 

uncertainty of trust management. In fuzzy trust models control system problems are solved using IF- Then 

rules. The rules for fuzzy log ic are as fo llows: [26] 

1) Define the fuzzy sets and criteria for them. 

2) Initializat ion of input variables values to the fuzzy engine.  

3) For calcu lating output data the fuzzy rules will be applied.  

4) After evaluation of results feedback will be provided to rules . 

 

6.3.6 Game Theory Trust Model  

This theory captures the situation mathemat ically in which one’s success after taking decision depends 

upon the behavior of others. It is also called as trust game for two players. In adhoc networks selfish behavior 

of nodes is an issue which can lead to uncooperative behavior between nodes so to avoid this issue several 

scholars proposed game theory for trust management. According to Prisoner’s the interactions between 

different nodes can be modeled as a game. So this can avoid the uncooperative behavior of nodes in a network. 

Like previously defined theories game theory also cannot predict the behavior of nodes. The condition of game 

theory is that it is bidirectional in behavior but in wireless sensor networks it is one way transmission so game 

theory is not able to solve trust problems in wireless sensor networks. [27, 28] 

 

6.4 Categorization of Trust Models  

Further trust models can be divided into two categories: Node Trust Models and Data Trust Models. 

On the basis of these models  the communicat ion takes place in the network.  

 

6.4.1 Node Trust Models  

In Node trust models the trust value can be calculated by using two methods centralized and 

distributed. In centralized base station calculates the trust values of sensor nodes but in distributed model 

sensor nodes itself calcu lates the value of trust. Different Node Trust Models are defined below:  

 

6.4.1.1 Trust Computation method using Fuzzy Logic (TCFL) 

Trust is an entity on the basis of which one node communicates with another by take in account  the 

risks. It is binary decision which has been taken on the basis of balance between trust and risk. Fuzzy logic 

deals with if- then rules. The if– then rules can be applied on control systems, pattern recognition and in 

decision making. The degree of each sensor node has been calculated. This model is used to calculate the trust 

values for the path in a network using the trust value of node. The path with the maximum trust value is chosen 

for the communication. Fuzzy logic is used to quantize the uncertain data so can find the exact path from 

source to destination. The trust of a node is calculated by using two variables T and U. T defines 

trustworthiness and U defines untrustworthiness. The range of T and U lies between 0 and 1. The reputation of 

each sensor node resides at base station which it gets by past judgments. There are different values of 

reputation for each sensor node in a network that are: 

1. Min: T=min(Ti, Tj), Min: U=min  (Ui, Uj) 
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2. Max: T=max(Ti, Tj), Max: U=max(Ui,Uj)   

 

Therefore, trust and untrust in a network can be calculated as: 

T= avg(Ti,Tj)/1-(avg(Ti,,Uj)+avg(Tj,Ui))             …(4)                   

U= avg(Ui,Uj)/1-((Ti,,Uj)+avg(Tj,Ui))                 …(5) 

By using values of T and U, evaluation level of sensor network can be calculated  as: 

EvaluationValue = T/(T+U)                              …(6)               

The advantage of this technique is that it is using fuzzy logic which can quantize the uncertain data. But it is 

using centralized technique which is not suitable in sensor networks. [29] 

 

6.4.1.2 Reputation-based Framework for Sensor Networks (RFS N) 

Reputation is a node’s opinion towards other node’s intentions in a network which can be judge on the 

basis of past behaviors of a node in a network. RFSN is a framework in which it maintain s the reputation for 

every sensor node in a network. In this framework the trustworthiness of a node is evaluated on the basis of its 

reputation in a network. At the time of communication, a node team up with those nodes that has more 

reputation. RFSN works in a d istributed manner at the middleware of every sensor node. As it works in a 

distributed manner so there is no central authority for storing reputation in a network. Therefore, every sensor 

node stores reputation of every other node in a network. In RFSN the computation of trust depends on 

Watchdog mechanism. The nodes use watchdog mechanism for observing other nodes’ actions in a network. 

The nodes are classified into two categories: cooperative and uncooperative. The nodes which are cooperative 

are more trustworthy. Trust is a neighbor nodes’ belief for a sensor node in a network. Trust is updated 

according to age of a node. More the age, More the trustworthiness. The trust is precise and concise without 

any failure. But it is unable to make the system robust as it works only on node’s reputation. [30] 

 
6.4.1.3 Parameterized and Localized trust management Scheme (PLUS ) 

  PLUS model is used in low cost sensor nodes. The large amount of information that is present can be 

easily quantify, visualize and exp loit by using parameterizat ion. Decision making parameters are easy to adapt 

because they consume less memory space as compare to lengthy codes. PLUS model uses personal references 

and recommendation for establishing trust in sensor nodes. Sensor nodes should be  able to evaluate its local 

sites in terms of security, identification of failed neighbors and can take decisions intelligently while residing in  

a network. Sensor node Personal reference is calculated on nodes’ availability and ratio of correct packets. 

Judge is a node which performs evaluation, the node which is judged by judge is known as Suspect and the 

node which keeps the trust value of the suspect for giving opinions periodically to judge is known as Jury. In 

distributed trust model there are two salient features: recommendation based trust and trust based 

recommendation. The judge who wants complete trustworthiness of the suspect requires personal reference and 

the reference which is recommendation based trust. Direct interaction or observed behavior of suspect gives the 

personal reference but recommendations will be taken by the juries in the network. Trust based 

recommendation completed by taking into account the trustworthiness of juries against malicious use . It can 

efficiently detect the malicious nodes in a network. But at the time of congested network it slows down because 

the trust convergence time is very high.  [31] 

 

6.4.1.4 Node Behavioral strategies Banding belief theory of the Trust Evaluation algorithm(NBBTE) 

It calculates trust value on the basis of various trust factors which depend on interactions between 

neighbor nodes and combine it with the security level of network parallel with respect to time. Then it applies 

fuzzy set theory on the trust value to measure how much it belongs to the trust degree. After considering 

recommendations of neighbor nodes, D-S evidence theory will be used to obtain integrate trust values. The 

trust evaluation depends on a subject which makes observation on an object with third party recommendations. 

The trust value of object is obtained by subject directly and indirectly. The quantitative and qualitative analysis 

of factors should make which may affect the trustworthiness of node. The disadvantage of this trust model is 

that it needs high power batteries because it needs excess energy and time for communication with neighbors in 

a network. [32] 

 
6.4.1.5 Agent based Trust model is proposed in WSNs (ATSN) 

Agent based trust model works on watchdog mechanism and it runs at the middleware of the node. 

The watchdog mechanism is used to monitor the node’s behavior within its radio range by using distributed 

method. In this method agent node maintains trust tables about a subset of these nodes. In this technique every 

node follows watchdog technique so they maintain trust table for other nodes. Agent nodes are used to monitor 

the behavior of nodes. The nodes which lie in the radio range of agent nodes are monitored in promiscuous 

mode. In this mode agent nodes monitors the nodes and classifies their actions. Then categorize them as go od 
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or bad nodes. Agent nodes have some modules which carry out specific function related to data and classified it  

as cooperative or uncooperative behavior. The watchdog mechanism completes its work in three phases: 1) 

Data collection 2) Data check 3) State count. In data collection the behavior of nodes in a radio range has been 

recorded in a fixed time. In Data check the collected data used as input data in different modules. In State count 

phase the node behavior will be considered as good or bad. This is the energy efficient technique and detects 

different attacks like bad mouthing attack but the trustworthiness of a network relies on Agent nodes, if any 

malicious node behaves as agent node then it will compromise the trustworthiness of a network. [33] 

 

6.4.1.6 Task-based Trust framework for Sensor Networks (TTS N)  

Trust for a sensor node calculated on the basis of reputation of different tasks. The reputation of 

different tasks of neighbor nodes is maintained by sensor node and this reputation is used to calcula te the 

trustworthiness of nodes. It has two entities (i) Task (ii) Trust Manager Module which is used to build trust. 

Sensor nodes have a number of trust values. Trust is calculated by task in a network which makes it a generic 

approach to be applied on different sensor networks. But it doesn’t use any recommendation or past 

observations for taking decisions. All the decisions taken are totally instantaneous. [34] 

 

6.4.2 Data Trust Models 

The trustworthiness of sensor nodes is not sufficient. The informat ion can also be forged, tampered, 

eavesdrop during transmission. So it is also important to evaluate trust value for data. 

 

6.4.2.1 DFDI 

This trust model distinguishes forged data of illegal nodes from the innocent data of legitimate nodes. 

The area consists of sensor nodes divide into logical grids. A unique identity is assigned to every grid. Now 

sensor nodes validate location of their neighbor nodes present in a same grid using ECHO protocol. The nodes' 

own results will be considered to check the trustworthiness of its neighbor nodes' sensed data. Weighted 

summation of consistent value of sensing data, communication ability, and remained lifet ime of node is used to 

calculate the trust. Finally, aggregated results send to sink node. It can detect compromised nodes and 

inconsistent data from malicious nodes but ECHO protocol consumes more energy. [35] 

 

6.4.2.2 DFR 

In Determin ing Faulty Readings (DFR) both arbitrary and noisy readings are considered as faulty 

readings. The correlation network is built by finding similar readings of two sensor nodes. Correlation network 

is represented as graph G= (V,E) where V represents sensor nodes and E represents correlation between two 

sensor nodes. Reading similarity between two nodes is shown by edge; if they have similarity then they are 

connected by an edge. The sensor nodes are ranked  by Markov Chain in the network, Markov Chain is a 

mechanis m which rates nodes by Sensor Ranks in terms of the correlation with other nodes. The 

trustworthiness of node is represented by Sensor Rank. Sensor Rank approach is more efficient than other 

techniques in term of determining fau lty readings. Sensor rank g ives precise trust computation but it is exposed 

to collusion attacks. [36] 

 

6.4.2.3 MDLC 

Mechanism based on Data Life Cycle is used to calculate the trustworthiness of sensor data on the 

basis of states of sensor data. There are three states: raw data, routed data and processed data. The data is raw 

which is sensed by sensor node until it has been routed or processed. When it is send to another node it will be 

considered as routed data. Data is processed when it is filtered or fused. The subjective logic is used to 

calculate the trustworthiness of raw data, routed data and processed data. It is unable to judge malicious 

attacks. [37] 

 

6.4.2.4 TMCDE  

In this Trust Model based on Communicat ion trust, Energy Trust and DATA Trust, communicat ion 

trust which is relat ionship value between two cooperation nodes is calculated on the basis of successful 

transactions rate. Energy trust refers to the power energy of node whether it is able to complete data processing 

tasks and novel communications in a network. Data trust reviews trust on the basis of fault tolerance and data 

consistency. It is unable to update the trust values. [38]  

 

VII. Conclusion 
WSN is an emerging technique and beneficial in many applicat ions as they don’t need humans to 

operate it.  Sensor networks work in isolated and open areas therefore they are prone to security attacks. In this 

paper, we d iscussed applications of Wireless Sensor Networks, Security Threats on senso r networks and 
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various existing security techniques against threats. Different defense mechanisms for Reputation in a system 

have been discussed. Compromised nodes were very difficult to detect in a network. Therefore d ifferent trust 

models have been proposed by researchers which have been discussed in this paper. 
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